In Hopf algebras with one grouplike element, M. E. Sweedler showed that over perfect fields, sequences of divided powers in cocommutative, irreducible Hopf algebras can be extended if certain "coheight" conditions are met. Here, we show that with a suitable generalization of "coheight", Sweedler's theorem is true over nonperfect fields. (We also point out, that in one case Sweedler's theorem was false, and additional conditions must be assumed.) In the same paper, Sweedler gave a structure theorem for irreducible, cocommutative Hopf algebras over perfect fields. We generalize this theorem in both the perfect and nonperfect cases. Specifically, in the nonperfect case, while a cocommutative, irreducible Hopf algebra does not, in general, satisfy the structure theorem, the sub-Hopf algebra, generated by all sequences of divided powers, does. Some additional properties of this sub-Hopf algebra are also given, including a universal property.
letting eH®K = e ® IK-Further, if h® a, h' ® a e H <g> K, then (h ® a)(h' ® a') = hh' <g) cm'. Lemma 1. Let °x, *x,..., "x be a sequence of divided powers in H. Let K be any extension field of k. Then °x, xx,..., nx can be extended in H if and only if the sequence of divided powers °x <g) 1,1x ® 1,..., nx <g) 1 can be extended in H ® K.
Proof. => obvious. <= We want to find a y e H such that 3(v) = 2?=i '* <8> n + 1~'x. Pick z = 2i€/>'i <8> A, in H ® K such that (8 <g> 7)(z) = 2?=i ■* ® 7l + 1"ix (8) 1. Pick a maximal subset 7<= / such that {8(yi)}ie} will be an independent set in H <g> H. Then clearly we can find {t,}^ in K such that (8 (g> 7)(2.e/ v4 <g> tf) = 2f= i'x®""1"1"^® 1. Since the {S(jj) <g) l}jeJ are independent over A' and 2sCv<)® = (8®/)£>«€> tA is in H ® rY (g> k, by uniqueness of linear combinations of independent elements, the {rjjej must be in k. Therefore, Xtej nyi is the desired extension. Extend by 1//^-linearity.
It is shown in [1, Theorem 4.1.1 and Corollary 4.1.2] that on the />-fold symmetric tensors in Hlp], v is independent of basis. Throughout this paper, the domain of v will always be the //-fold symmetric tensors.
(2) Define V: H-+H®kllp as the composite H tszl > Hlp: 2i» H ® A:1/p. Note that F is 1 //»-linear.
(
3) Let Fn(/7)= K(-• (F(F(F(r7) r\ H) n H) -■ ■) n H) (n F's and n rY's). (4) Let V'(H) = nr.i V\H). (5) x e H has coheight « if x e F"(/7).
It is not difficult to see that if k is perfect, the definitions of "V" and "coheight" given here correspond to those of [4] .
(6) For0<e, let |e|eZbe defined by/?M^e<pl|e|l + 1. In [4] the next theorem is proved with the assumption that k is perfect. Here we drop that assumption. Theorem 2. Assume we are given a sequence of divided powers °x, 1x,...,'" 1x satisfying: ex has coheight n-\e\ for l^e<? and t<pn + 1; then there is a lx of coheight n-\ t || such that °x, xx,..., 'x is a sequence of divided powers.
Note. I point out in [2, pp. 15-27] that it is only necessary to assume that ex has coheight n -|| /1| + / if e ^ t/pK This weakened hypothesis has the virtue of being necessary. (This is not hard to see.)
Proof. The definition of Vn implies that Vn~M(H) = Vm-M(Vn~m(H) n H).
Therefore ex has coheight ||;|| -in Vn~M(H). It follows that ex <g> 1 has coheight ||/||-||e|| in(K',-||i|l(77) n H) <g> £ Since k is perfect we can apply Lemma 7, p. 522 of [4] , and find an extension of °x <g) 1, 1x (g> 1,..., e-1x ® 1 in (Kn"""l(/7) n 7/) <8> k. Lemma 1 now implies that there exists an extension in Vn~ m(H) n H. By definition this extension will have coheight n-||/|| in H.
Q.E.D.
Sublemma 3. Let °x, 1x,..., tx be a sequence of divided powers. Then V('x) = 0 ifp\iand V('x) = ilpx if p\i.
Proof. Proposition 4.1.9 of [1] .
Theorem 4. Let xx e P(H).
(a) xx has coheight n (n finite) if and only if there exists a sequence of divided
powers "x, xx,..., p Lx. (b) xx has coheight oo if and only if for any t there exists a sequence of divided powers °x, xx,..., *x.
(c) Ifxx has coheight oo and V\V°(H) -j-V™(H) ® kVv is onto, then there will exist a sequence of divided powers of infinite length over xx.
(See Corollary 13, below.) Proof, (a) => Assume inductively that we have found °x, xx,..., (x (t<pn + 1 -l) such that the coheight of ex is «-for all 1 t\et\ t. Then Theorem 2 implies we can find t + 1x of coheight n -\ t+11| extending the sequence. Q.E.D.
(a) <^ The sublemma implies V^x) = pn~'x. Therefore lx e Vn(H).
(b) => If 1x has coheight oo then, a fortiori, it has coheight n for any finite n.
Apply part (a).
(b) <= Clear.
(c) Proposition 4.1.6 of [1] implies that V(H) is a Hopf algebra over kllp. It is clear that V(H) n H will be a Hopf algebra over k, and by induction we can see that V°(H) n H will also be a Hopf algebra over k. Start constructing a sequence of divided powers over xx in V°(H) n H. Since V^^iH) -> V™ ® kllp is onto, each element in the sequence will have infinite coheight in F°°(rY) n H. Therefore, the sequence can be extended indefinitely.
Note with Al = lrgl, AX= 1 (8) X+ X <8 1 and AXU = XI<*=-i Xt« ® Xj-a-i-(Here XK0 = Xand X^^l for all i.) Also let e(X) = e(Xtj) = 0 and e(l)=l. It is straightforward to check that A is coassociative and that the coalgebra generated by any element contains the identity. Therefore H is an irreducible bialgebra, which implies that it is a Hopf algebra [3, Theorem 9.2.2, p. 193] . Note that 1, X, Xa, Xi2, ..., Xu is a sequence of divided powers for any i, which implies via Sublemma 3 that V(Xtj) = 0 if p\j+ 1 and V(X") = Xim (m = (j+\/p)-l) ifp\j+l. Therefore, Xe V°(H), but any element in F"1(A') has finite coheight. This implies that any pih divided power of X has finite coheight, i.e. there does not exist an infinite sequence of divided powers over X.
Lemma 5. Let K be any extension field of k. Then P(H) (gi KxP(H <8> K).
Proof. It is clear that S(jc) = 0 and e(x)=0 o x e P(H). Therefore
is an exact sequence (H+ = {x e H \ e(x) = 0}). Since -<8> K is an exact functor, we see that P(H) (8> K and P(H ® A') are both the kernel of the same map and, therefore, are isomorphic.
Lemma 6. Let K be any extension field of k. Assume there exists a basis {Xj}je/ of H such that V(Xi) e H for all ieJ (fixed n). Let Ln<=H be the vector space of primitives of coheight n. Then Ln® K is the space of primitives of coheight n in H®K. Now assume the hypothesis is true for all n. Let L^ be the vector space of primitives of coheight co. Then Lx ® K is the vector space of primitives of coheight oo in H ® K.
Proof. It is clear that if y e Vn{H) n H then y ® 1 e Vn(H ® K), i.e. each element of Ln ® K has coheight n in H ® K. Let M be a subspace of primitives complementary toLn in P(H). SinceP(>7 ® K)zP(H) ® Kx(M ® K)@ (Ln ® K) we only need show that every element of M ® K has coheight less than n. Assume there exists zw = 2 m, ® as e M ® K such that m has coheight n. Pick xe H ® K such that Vn(x) = m. Write x as ~2,xj®ßi> where the xf are in the basis of H picked in the hypothesis and the ßjeK. Since Vn is l//>"-Iinear, Kn(2 x} ® ß,) = 2ß)"\Vn(Xj) ® 1), where, by hypothesis, Vn(x,) e H. Let Wbe the subspace of H spanned by the Fn(xy). Then (W ® k~) n (M ® £)#0 => W n M^O => there exists an element in M of coheight n. This contradicts the assumption that Ln = space of primitives of coheight n. If the hypothesis is true for all n, then the space of primitives of infinite coheight in H ® K equals Hi'i (A ® K) = ((\t°mlL,) ® K=LX ® K.
Sublemma. If °x, xx,..., nx and °y,1 y,..., "y are two sequences of divided powers, then {2j = o '* ■ '~'y}?=o ^ a sequence of divided powers.
Proof. Let C be the coalgebra with basis consisting of the sequence of divided powers 1, 1w,..., nu. Then we have coalgebra maps /: C ->■ H, g: C -* H defined by f('u) = *x, g('u) = 'y. The coalgebra map f * g: C -> H, defined to be the composite Ac f®S mult C->C®C--UH® H->H, takes 'u to 2J=o 'x ■ 1 'v. Consequently 25= o 'x-' 'y, i=0,..., n, is a sequence of divided powers in /7.
Lemma 7 (B. Pareigis). For every / inP(H) pick a sequence of divided powers of length s over it (or of length pt + 1-\ if / = maximal coheight of I and pt + 1-1 <s). Call it °l, 1l, 2l,.. ., sl. Then any sequence of divided powers of length s in H can be written in the form:
Proof. Let %, 2A1; 3Al5..., SX1 be any sequence of divided powers of length s over lv Since 2AX and 2l1 (2lx picked in hypothesis) extend the same sequence of divided powers, 2lx -2AX is a primitive, say 1l2. By the sublemma,
will be a sequence of divided powers of length s starting with 1,2AX. (We are "adding" the sequences 1, 2/1; 3/ls... and 1, 0, 1/2, 0,2/2,....) Again, the third term in this sequence will differ from 3X1 by a primitive, say 1/3, and we can write (using an obvious generalization of the sublemma): H' is independent of which Sweedler basis was picked, or which sequences of divided powers the 'ly were picked from. In particular, any element of any sequence of divided powers in H will be in H'.
Note. We do not really need that (yx < y2 < ■ ■ • < ym) but just that there is one monomial corresponding to each finite subset of elements of sequences of divided powers, no two subscripts equal. In [2, Theorem 1.1.14, pp. 24-25], I give some further generalizations.
Note. In [4] Sweedler has a corresponding theorem for Hopf algebras over perfect fields. However, there he assumes that, for y e Gu 1,1/y, 2/y, 3/y,... form a sequence of divided powers. As I pointed out in Example 1, if 2 = 00, such a sequence is not always possible to construct, and, therefore, the change in the hypothesis is significant. We know by Theorem 4 that we can extend to a sequence of length p2-\.) The theorem implies that monomials of the form {(X® \)ij(X® 1+ 7® a1*) |/ = 0,l,...,/>-l and ; = 0, l,...,p2-l; j{X ® 1 + 7 ® <***) = ;th divided power of X ® 1 + 7 ® a11"} will be a basis of H ® k1'".
Proof of Theorem. Let >Y' = the Hopf algebra generated by the monomials picked in the hypothesis. Note that the coalgebra generated by these monomials is spanned by a subset of all monomials consisting of elements of sequences of divided powers since <il,i2.im) = (0,0.0) Sublemma 3, together with the fact that V commutes with multiplication [1, Propositions 4.1.9 and 3.1.6(d)], implies that Vn (for any ri) applied to any element in this spanning set is in H' ® kllp n H=H'. Therefore, again using that V commutes with multiplication, there is a basis {Xj}je/ of H' such that F""(Xj) e H' for all i and n.
Now consider H' ® k~. Lemma 6 implies that since {/y}yeGo is a Sweedler basis of }yeG0 is a Sweedler basis of H' ® A:. We first want to show that the image of the monomials picked in the hypothesis, under the natural injection of H' into H' <g) Jc, span H' ® k~. Lemma 6 of [4] says, in essence, that if he H' ®k and om(«) = 0, then Sm_1(«) can be written in the form 2, <hS(1 <S> 1)"' with at e k, the /<g) 1 in the Sweedler basis of 77' (g) £ and en<pM + 1 for all /'. Now it is not difficult to see that if \~J el is one of the monomials picked in the hypothesis and \e\=n, then 8n~1(Ylel) = Sle. Therefore, for any heH' ®k~ we can find M (a linear combination of the monomials picked in the hypothesis) such that Sm_1(«) = hm-\M® 1). (If 8m-1(h) = J.iaiS(l® l)e>, let A/=2i«i(ne|0-)
Lemma 8 now implies that the space spanned by these monomials (thought of as elements of H)
is H'. We now show independence. Assume there exists {at}ek -{0} and distinct polynomials j; = F7jei/ such that x = 2i "tyt=0. Pick the largest n such that 6" applied to some j^/O (i.e. n will be the largest \et\ -1). Then 0=8n(x) = JiJ atSle' where J={i \ \e{\=n+\}. Note however that the S7e''s are independent, since the /y's are independent. This is a contradiction. Now we will show that any element of any sequence of divided powers is in H'. Let "/ e H be the nth term in some sequence of divided powers. Now pick sequences of divided powers over every primitive in H as per Lemma 7. Since every primitive has the same coheight in H and H', we can assume that these sequences are in H'. (See Lemma 4.) Now Lemma 7 says that nl is a sum and product of elements in H' => n/is in H'. Now finally by symmetry, we can conclude that the elements of the sequences of divided powers we picked in the hypothesis will be in the Hopf algebra generated by any alternative set of elements of sequences of divided powers.
Corollary
10. If G is a Hopf algebra over k generated by sequences of divided powers and if <p: G -> H is a Hopf algebra map, then cp factors uniquely through H' H, i.e. the assignment of H to H' is functorial and this functor is a right adjoint to the inclusion functor.
Proof. Since the image of a sequence of divided powers is a sequence of divided powers, the image of <p must lie in H'.
Remark 11 Remark 12. Over a perfect field, even if H does not have a Sweedler basis, H is spanned by monomials whose factors are elements of sequences of divided powers. In particular, H is generated as an algebra by elements of sequences of divided powers.
Proof. For every n (finite or infinite), pick a basis l1/^} of primitives of coheight n. For each 1lln pick a sequence of elements 1,1lin, 2/in,..., p" + 1_1/i", such that 57jn is the jth term of some sequence of divided powers over 1/jn. The monomials generated by all these elements will now span H. This is shown using Lemma 6 of [4] , as in the proof of Theorem 9.
Corollary 13. If P(H) is finite dimensional, then V\K™(/7) -> r"°(r7) <g> k1,p is onto.
(This applies to the hypothesis of Theorem 4(c).) Proof. (In [5] , Sweedler gives a proof of this corollary using a theorem of R. Heyneman that dim P(H) < co => H is conoetherian, i.e. every decreasing sequence of subcoalgebras in H stabilizes. The proof given here is more elementary.)
We first show that if 1x e P{H) has infinite coheight, there exists an infinite sequence of divided powers over *x Assume not. Let °x, 1x,..., lx be a sequence of divided powers in Va>(H) that cannot be extended in V^^H). Theorem 2 implies that for any finite n, there exists an extension of this sequence of coheight n. Therefore, we can find an infinite set of elements (yu y2,. ■ ■) such that the maximal coheight of yt< maximal coheight of yi + 1 and such that each V; is an extension of°x , 1x,..., lx. Since yt +1 and yt are both extensions of the same sequence of divided powers, it follows that + yt is a primitive. It is clear that the maximal coheight of the sum of two elements of different maximal coheight is the minimum of the two coheights. Therefore, we have an infinite set of primitives {Vi + i-jj}, each one of the different maximal coheight. The set is independent, because, again, the maximal coheight of the sum of two elements of different maximal coheight is the minimum of the two coheights. This contradicts the assumption that dim P{H) < co.
To see that V\F"°°(/7) -> V ® kllp is onto we first apply Remark 11 to F°°(/7) ® k. This remark implies that we can construct a basis of VX(H) ® k, such that each element is of the form nüx^l2 ■ • ■ "m/m, where each ndi is the Hjth term of an infinite sequence of divided powers over a member of a basis of P(V°(H) (g> k). (The above paragraph shows that every primitive in VX(H) <g> k has coheight oo in Vm(H) ® k. Therefore, every basis ofP(Fco(/Y) ® k)is a Sweedler basis.) Since we see that V\V°{H) ® k -> FM(/Y) <g> k is onto. Now let h ® a e V°(H) <g> kllp and pick £ h^^e V^H) ® k such that V(2,t hi <8> af) = h ® a. Assume the ctj's are independent over k and ax e k. Then f(2i ht ® «0 = 2* Hk) <8> cc}1" implies that 2,#1 V(ht) ® allp = 0 (since {a,} independent/A: => {a^'p} independent//<1,!'). Therefore V(h1®a1) = h®a and V\ V°{H) -> VX(H) ® kllp is onto. Lemma 14. Assume H has a Sweedler basis and let H' be the sub-Hopf algebra defined in Theorem 9. Consider H as a subset of H ® kllp. Then H'^ko V~\H).
Proof. If nx is any element in any sequence of divided powers in H, then "xeko V-\H) since nx e V~1(nlpx ® 1) if p\n and nx e V " ^0) if p\n (Lemma 3).
